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The Minimum Entropy Deconvolution criterion for determining the length of the 
(MED) technique is an important advance in MED operator which is often a sensitive 
deconvolution techniques. The usual assump- parameter in the deconvolution. We present 
tion of minimum phase when the disturbing examples of the application of this criterion to 
function is not known a priori is obviated in both scalar and mmplex time series. 
this approach. This paper presents a simple 

1. hTRODUCrlON 

Recently, Wiggins (1977) has introduced a 
method of deconvolution which shows consid- 
erable promise in diverse applications. This 
method, which is applicable to processes 
which may be considered as the convolution of 
a band-limited function with a series of 
impulses, is called the Minimum Entropy 
Deconvolution (MED) technique. MED has 
the considerable advantage over conventional 

and the exponential MED (MEDEX) al- 
gorithms. A final example illustrates the 
extension of the Wiggins technique ta the 
complex case which has potentially important 
application in studies of the earth’s polar 
motion [Smylie and Mansinha 11968)l and 
holographic deconvolution [Farr (1970); 
Treitel (197411. 

2. THEOR~CAL Coh?mERAT1ONs 
approaches in that it d&s not require any 
phase assumptions about the disturbing 2.1 *he “onmaz “ORn 
function, nor does it require the assumption of 
the randomness of the impulse series. 

Consider a set of input signals 

The efticiencv of MED. Darticularlv when ‘it 
i=1,2,...,Ns : t=1.2,...,Nt 

the signal to noise ratib’is small, “can be 
improved, as shown by CJoe and Ulrych 
(19781, by modifying the norm used by 
Wiggins by incorporating an exponential 
transformation into the algorithm. Both of 
these approaches require a specification of the 
length of the deconvolution or MED operator. 
As it turns out, the deconvolved output is 
rather sensitive to this parameter, and we 
present in this paper a very simple criterion 
which we have found useful in determining 
the length of the MED operator. The 
examples in this paper illustrate our ap- 
proach by applying the criterion to the MED 

where N, and N, are the number of traces and 
number of input samples respectively. 

The x are modelled as the convolution of a 
time in&ant wavelet, w,, with impulsive 
signals, a,. 

Thus, 

Xit= 2 "mqi,t-m+l + n. (1) 
In=1 

1-t 

where nil represents additive noise. 
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Fig. 1. The input to the scalar example. 

The deconvolution operation is expressed in 
the form 

Yit = k fe Xi,%l+1 
I=1 (2) 

where y,, is the estimate of q,t and f, is the 
deconvolution operator. The conventional 
least squares estimate of f, is based on the 
assumption that the pi, are white noise series 
and that w,, and hence fl, have the minimum 
phase property. The MED technique of 
Wiggins (1977) does not require these 
restrictive assumptions. Instead, the approach 
insists that each signal, q,,, consists of a few 
large spikes of unknown and arbitrary 
amplitude and location, separated by values 
close to zero. In other words, we follow the 
principle of parsimony and insist on q,, having 
a simple structure. 

A norm which measures simple structure 
has teen used for years by statisticians in the 
field of factor analysis. This norm, which is 
called the varimax norm, can be understood 
in terns of the fourth standardized moment, 
aa, or the kurtosis of the probability 
distribution of the q,,. In terms of the 
cumulants, K,, of the probability distribution, 
the kurtosis is 

q= KJKZ, (3) 

The value of O(~ is dependent on the shape of 
the hump and on the length and height of the 
tails of a single-humped distribution. Thus, 
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maximising the kurtosis has the effect of 
increasing the relative frequencies of the 
large and near zero spikes compared to the 
spikes of intermediate size. 

In keeping with the definition of a,, the 
varimax norm which is maxim&d is given by 

“= & “i = &(& ‘4, /[j$ lYij)‘] ‘} 
(4) 

This, then, is a mathematical measure of 
parsimony or simple structure applied by 
Wigggirzs (1977). A discussion of this and other 
norms and their relationshiu to factor 
analysis is presented by 00e~and Ulych 
(19781. 

Now a word about the name of the 
technique which we are describing. Inasmuch 
as the principle of maximum entropy with 
which we have recently become familiar 
[Burg (1975); Ulrych and Bishop (197511 
describes randomness or uncertainty, so 
minimum entropy is an expression of 
simplicity and certainty. Since the problem 
which Wiggins (1977) addresses is the 
deconvolution of an impulse series which 
consists of a few large spikes, this simple 
structure led him to adopt the description of 
minimum entropy. It should be realized, 
however, that the simple structure is 
achieved by the maximization of the varimax 
and not the minimization of the entropy. 

2.2 The normal equations 

We consider, briefly, the equations which 
arise from maximizing the varimax norm 
given by (4) with respect to the coefficients, fk. 

8, = - i 3fk & ,z x 

q4viy;~~yij “gq - “u;’ FYlj =q 

(5) 

where ui= ,pfi is the sample variance. 

Since, from (2),Jwe have ‘+ = xi, j-k 

we can write (5) as 
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4 
3 5 ‘i”ilc ‘i,j-(+l 

where * indicates the complex conjugate and 

= ,“;2&;j Xi,j-k+l 

‘i,j-k+i the quantities in (81 are defined in (9) which 
is the complex equivalent of (7). 

(6) 
j 

5 f$ ‘i”I1 q Xl,j-tXi,j-k 

In matrix form, (6) becomes 

4 Rf=q -- C-7) 

1 
where a is a Toeplitz autocorrelation matrix 
consistmg of weighted input autocorrelations, 
g is a column vector of weighted cross 
&relations of the cube of the outputs with I 
the inputs and f is the column vector of the 
filter coefficients. 

It is clear from (6) that the MED filter is 
designed to shape xl, into yair. It is snot 
surprising, therefore, that in MED processing, 
large amplitude spikes are enhanced com- 
pared to smaller amplitude ones. Although 
this is a desirable characteristic from the 
point of view of noise suppression, it is 
restrictive as far as the identification of small 
reflection coefficients is concerned. In order to 
achieve a balance in the dexonvolution 
process, Ooe and Ulrych (1978) have incorpo- 
rated an exponential transformation in the 
MED algorithm, defined as 

lit = I- exp(-y:t /2s2) 

2.3 Computational procedure 

Although (7) and (8) are highly non-linear 
their solution may be conveniently obtained 
in an iterative manner. A considerable 
simplification in this procedure is due to the 
fact that in both cases the matrix B is 
Tceplitz. In the complex caw it is in fact of 
the block-Toeplitz type. Consequently the 
Levinson recursion [Robinson (196711 can be 
used in the solution of both equations. The 
iterative solution consists of assuming an 
initial filter ED which in this work was 

g = (0,0,...,0,1,0,...,0,0) 
T 

computing !$ and g, solving for the updated 
filter, recomputing E and g and proceeding in 
this manner until convergence, &s expressed 
by a constant varimax (see Fig. 2) has been 
achieved. 

where s is a constant. 

The new varimax norm which incorporates 
this transformation is defined as 

ve = qz Zfj / (2cZij)2) Ok’ j j a.1 1 i 
The logic behind this transformation, the :: 

resulting Il0l-IIlal equations and its $Z x1 
application in the case of input signals with ’ 
noise are discussed by Ooe and Ulrych (1978). ‘~’ 
In this paper we will only compare the results 
of the Ve and Vnorms. KC 

The scalar case described above has 
recently been extended ta the complex case by 

D,~ 

Ulrych, Ooe and Walker (1978). Here we 
simply mention that the normal equations 

o,. 
0 5 

,,&m 
15 20 

can be written as 

R fC= q -- 
Fig. 2. Typical behaviour of the varimax nom as 

(8) a function of iteration number. 
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2.4 A simple MED operator length criterion 

Experience with MED shows that the 
dewnvolved output is highly dependent on 
the choice of L, the length of the MED 
operator [equation @)I. We have found that L, 
particularly for a single trace input, is 
dependent on the source wavelet and on the 
position of the spikes. For overly long filter 
lengths, the output may be unduly simplified. 
Too short a filter length may not resolve the 
output spikes. 

A criterion which we have found useful and 
which we illustrate with examples is very 
simple. If _yi(L,) and y,(L,) are the column 
vectors of the MED outputs determined from 
(2) for two lengths L, and Ls, we define a 
sauared error to be 

E(L) =z 
i L 

Ye - Y~(L~)]~. 

I 
Yi(L1) - Yi(L2) 

I> 

we take the correct length, L, to be that 
length which corresponds to [E(L)] min. Our 
assumption is that the change in the 
deeonvolved output for perturbations in the 
filter length will be least when centered 
around the correct filter length. Fig. 3 
illustrates a fairly typical variation of 
log [E(L)] with filter length. We remark that 
for large values of L the deconvolved output 
will have a very simple structure and E(L) 
will be very small. However, this condition is 

0.1. 
0.a. 

E -0.1 Y 3 
-1.5~ J 
-I.@. 

easily recognised and no ambiguity exists. In 
mm caes, particularly when long filters are 
required, an ambiguity does exist in the seme 
that a number of minima in E(L) occur. In 
this cam the choice of the correct length must 
be determined by examining the correspond- 
ing outputs. 

A different but complimentary approach to 
the choice of the correct filter length is 
illustrated in Figures 4 and 5 which show 

+oI so 
FlLiER LEN‘,” 

Fig. 3. Variatiin of lq[E(L)I with filter length; 
MED. noise free case. 

Fig. 4. Variation of varimax as a function of filter 
length and number of iterations; MED. 
noise free case. 
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Fig. 5. Variation of varimax as a function of filter 
length and number of iterations: MEDEX, 
s = y&2, noise free case. 
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contours of varimax as a function of filter 
length and number of iterations. We have 
found that the correct length is indicated by 
regions such as the stippled areas shown in 
these figures, where the varimax remains 
constant for variations in L and the number 
of iterations. 

3. Numerical Examples 

Various examples of MED processing for 
both real and synthetic data have been 

L 

FILTER LENGTH 
Fig. 6. Variation of kg[E(L)I with filter length: 

MEDEX, s = ymaxR, noise free case. 
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Fig. 7. MED output for various filter lengths (NF): 
noise free case. 

presented by Wiggins (1977). OM and Ulrych 
( 19781 have cmpavxl the MED and MEDEX 
techniques for both single and multi-trace 
inputs. In this paper we are primarily 
concerned with illustrating the filter length 
criterion which we have discussed. We do this 
by considering both scalar and complex time 
series as inputs to the MED and MEDEX 
algorithms. 

3.1 Scalar time series input 

The input, illustrated in Fig. 1, consists of 
the convolution of a mixed delay wavelet with 
a sequence of five impulses. The deconvolu- 
tion is first considered when the input is noise 
free. A typical varimax diagram is shown in 
Fig. 2, and the behaviour of the criterion E(L) 
is shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 6 for MED and 
MEDEX algorithms. Figures 7 and 8 
illustrate the deconvolved outputs using MED 
and MEDEX for various filter lengths, as well 
as for the one given by [E(L)] min. These 
figures demonstrate the usefulness of the E(L) 
criterion, as well as the reduction in noise 
level of the deconvolved output when MEDEX 
is used. The effect of overly long filter lengths 
is also shown in these figures. Figures 9 to 12 
illustrate the deconvolution when the signal 
to noise ratio is 32 dB. the value of s in the 
MEDEX algorithm was chosen on the basis of 
past experience to be s = y,,/Z. The MED 

TlSE 

D D - E N 

Fig. 8. MEDEX output. s = Y,&:, noise free 
case. 
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Fig. 9. Variation of Iq[E(L)I with filter length; 
MED. 2.5% nobe. 

Fig. 10. MED output, 2.5% noise. 

Fig. 12. MEDEX~ output, s = y,,,/2, 2.5% noise. 
output is very noisy in this case, and it is 
difiicult to evaluate the effectiveness of E(L). 
The improvement in the deconvolution using 
MEDEX is illustrated in Fig. 12. Although 
the output does not change very much with L, 
E(L),,, appears to indicate the optimum 
length correctly. The effectiveness of E(L) also 
applies to multi-trace inputs with which we 
have experimented. 

3.2 Complex time series input 

The polar motion of the earth is an 
excellent example of a complex time series in 
geophysics.. One theory of the Chandler 
wobble [Smylie and Maminha f1968)l is to 

Fig. 11. Variation of kg[E(L)I with filter length 
MEDEX 2.5% noise. 
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model it as the response of a damped 
harmonic oscillator to excitation by large 
earthquakes which can be represented as a 
random walk process. The object, then, is to 
deconvolve the polar motion and obtain the 
excitation signature [Smylie et. al. (197011. 

0.4 
0.3. 
11.2~ 
0.L 

* 

-0.2;c 

0.n 
-0.L 

-0. -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 I 

L 

1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 TlnE 
Fig. 13. One year of synthetic Chandler wobble 

data with Q = 50. The derivative of the 
step funtiion excitation is shown below. 

-r----” 

Fig. 14. MED output for various filter lengths 
(NF); noise free case. 

Fig. 13 shows a synthetic wobble with a 
frequency of 0.82 cycles per year and a Q of 
50. The derivative of the step function input 
is also shown in this figure. We have 
deconvolved this input, both in the absence 
and in the presence of additive noise, by first 
of all differencing it and then applying the 
complex version of MED described by 
equation (9). The outputs, for various filter 
lengths, are shown in Figures 14 and 15. The 
optimal filter length as indicated by our 
criterion was 5 in both instances. It can be 
seen that even when the input series is short 
(we have only used about one year of 
synthesized data) the outputs compare 
favourably with the input excitation. 

Fig. 15. MED wtp~t for various filter lengths 
(NF); added noise is 20% of the step 
amplitude. 

4. CoNCI.UsIoNs 

The MED technique of Wiggins 11977) is a 
new and important approach to the problem 
of deconvolution. The output of the MED 
process is sensitive to the choice of the length 
of the MED operator, particularly in the case 
of a single input trace. This paper presents a 
simple criterion for estimating the correct 
length and illustrates the procedure with 
examples of scalar and complex input series. 
The extension of the MED technique to the 
complex case is important in the study of the 
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excitation mechanism of the earth’s polar 
motion. The improvement in the signal to 
noise ratio of the deconvolved output as a 
result of the exponential transformation 
introduced into the MED algorithm by Ooe 
and Ulrych (19781 is evident in examples 
presented in this paper. 
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